
Looking back at everything i’ve written for this class I’ve realized that I’ve grown a bit more
confident with my writing pieces, however I can and should always be improving. What I
loved about all the Unit projects is that I’ve had to ask myself more questions, think outside
the box rather than be contained in it. My earlier work during this semester lacked in detail
and structure I would say, I think I've gotten better with describing and integrating important
details as for structure it’s somewhat improving. I don’t have a least favorite assignment but
my favorite one would have to be unit 1, the discourse community word.

I chose the word Tomboy, I remember freaking out about the first rough draft I didn’t want to
say the wrong thing or sound dumb. I overcomplicated it, I tend to do that with every project
not just this one.

I liked the unit one project because I had no clue what to write about or even what discourse
community I was a part of. At first I was going to write about mise en scene a word in the
film-making community, but I knew it wouldn’t be enough to write about. I wanted my true
feelings to be all throughout the paper that’s all I want when I try to express myself.

Receiving feedback is essential when revising assignments, especially this one I have to work
on sentence boundaries and punctuation. What also helped is writing another paragraph that
explains how the word related to my sexuality. Rather than just something I say in a quick
sentence and don’t go fully into detail in this case “My boyishness didn’t define my
sexuality. I did”. I also have quite a lot of run on sentences on this assignment and the unit
two assignment.

The unit 2 piece was something that I also never would have written about if I didn’t ask
myself a question. I didn’t expect that piece to be good. I thought I needed more facts or
websites, not just my own personal experience with marianismo. However that’s what I
needed I need to describe how it relates to the women in my life, specifically my mother. I
can do that and I will do that.

I wrote “I remember sitting down with my father’s mother as she called my mother
names, I felt enraged that she couldn’t understand that her son was at fault”. I never
explained this and how Latina mothers self silence to “protect” the men in their lives, my
mother was silenced by other women.

Everything I’ve written during this period has meant a great deal to me, it’s allowed me to
reflect on issues within my community and my personal life. It never felt like a choir to write
about them. I think that’s a first.


